GaAs layers grown by low-temperature molecularbeam epitaxy (LTMBE) have recently been shown to have highly improved properties as buffer layers in both modulation-doped field-effect transistor (MODFET) and metal-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MESFET) de- vices as compared to conventionally grown (T =600'C) GaAs layers. ' They eliminate backgating and reduce both the sidegating and the light sensitivity of these de- vices. The modifications of the electrical and optical properties of these undoped LTMBE layers are due to a drastic change in the native-defect concentrations. Whereas conventional layers are characterized by native defects in the 10' -cm concentration range, ' results on layers grown at 200'C indicate native defects at concentration higher than 10' cm . ' Among them, only the arsenic-antisite has, to our knowledge, been identified. ' ' In fact, arsenic-antisite defects have been studied before by magnetic-resonance techniques and one of the main results is -that-there is-not-just one arsenicantisite defect, but that at least, three different arsenicantisite-related defects can exist in GaAs; ' We have further studied the thermal stability of the As&, defects for annealings in the 300 -600'C temperature range. From the optica1-absorption studies as well as the Hall-effect results a drastic change in the defect concentration after annealing at temperatures higher than 450 C has been reported. Further, the lattice parameter of the LTMBE material, which shows an increase of -0. 1% as compared to the LEC-grown substrate material, has also been reported to decrease after annealing at 450 C to that of the substrate material. ' Our EPR results of 15-min isochronal anneal are given in Table I 
